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ABSTRACT

The variability of zonally resolved tropical energy budgets in association with El Ni~no–Southern Oscillation

(ENSO) is investigated. The authorsAU1 employ themost recent global atmospheric reanalyses from1979 to 2011 of

which they remove apparent discontinuities to obtain best possible temporal homogeneity. The growing length

of record allowsmore a robust analysis of characteristic patterns of variability with cross-correlation, composite,

and EOF methods. A quadrupole anomaly pattern is found in the vertically integrated energy divergence

associated with ENSO, with centers over the Indian Ocean, the Indo-Pacific warm pool, the eastern equatorial

Pacific, and the Atlantic. The smooth transition, particularly of the main maxima of latent and dry static energy

divergence, from the western to the eastern Pacific is found to require at least two EOFs to be adequately

described. The canonical El Ni~no pattern (EOF-1) and a transition pattern (EOF-2; referred to as El Ni~no

Modoki by some authors) form remarkably coherent ENSO-related anomaly structures of the tropical energy

budget not only over the Pacific but throughout the tropics. As latent and dry static energy divergences show

strongmutual cancellation, variability of total energy divergence is smaller andmore tightly coupled to local sea

surface temperature (SST) anomalies and is mainly related to the ocean heat discharge and recharge during

ENSO peak phases. The complexity of the structures throughout the tropics and their evolution during ENSO

events along with their interactions with the annual cycle have often not been adequately accounted for; in

particular, the El Ni~no Modoki mode is but part of the overall evolutionary patterns.

1. Introduction

The global atmospheric energy budget provides

a fundamental basis for understanding and investigating

the processes shaping the earth’s climate system. Many

scientific publications during recent decades have dealt

with the quantification of the long-term mean vertical

and horizontal energy fluxes within and over the bound-

aries of the atmosphere (e.g., Lorenz 1967; Peixoto and

Oort 1992; Hantel et al. 2005; Trenberth et al. 2009).

Recent estimates of the mean annual cycle of various

atmospheric flux quantities in a globally and a zonally

averaged framework, obtained from a variety of datasets

and including an uncertainty assessment, are given in

Fasullo and Trenberth (2008a,b).

Reanalyses, representing reprocessed gridded datasets

of the three-dimensional atmospheric state covering a

relatively long period of time, provide the possibility
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for estimating not only the climatological mean values

but also the variability of budget terms such as radiative

and turbulent fluxes as well as the divergence of energy

transports (see, e.g., Trenberth and Stepaniak 2003a;

Mayer and Haimberger 2012, hereafter MH12).

Amajor problemwhen exploring time variability with

these datasets is their still imperfect temporal homoge-

neity, which is a consequence of the continually chang-

ing observing system (see, e.g., Chiodo and Haimberger

2010; Trenberth et al. 2011; MH12). For instance, in a

zonally averaged framework, interannual variability of

poleward total energy transports from reanalyses is

relatively small (4%of the climatological mean value; see

MH12) and difficult to distinguish from spurious discon-

tinuities in the data. Hence, the influence of El Ni~no–

Southern Oscillation (ENSO) on zonal mean tropical

energy export is still hard to detect with current reanalyses,

although it is well known that tropical energy budgets are

strongly affected by ENSO (see, e.g., Trenberth et al.

2002a,b).Another consequence is the inability to properly

analyze trends. However, MH12 found that the signal-to-

noise ratio in computed energy budgets is much better

when considering regional budgets separately (e.g., the

eastern tropical Pacific region) rather than in a zonally

averaged framework because strong east–west com-

pensation of budget anomalies occurs in the tropics and

reduces the magnitude of the signal.

The evolution of surface temperature, precipitation,

outgoing longwave radiation, vertically integrated dia-

batic heating and divergence of atmospheric energy

transports, and ocean heat content in the Pacific were

documented using correlation and regression analysis

for a limited period (1979–98) by Trenberth et al. (2002b)

for contemporary relationships and with regard to the

evolution using leads and lags in Trenberth et al. (2002a).

They found a substantial diabatic component to the dis-

charge and recharge of the ocean heat content during

ENSO but most of the delayed warming outside of the

tropical Pacific comes from persistent changes in atmo-

spheric circulation forced from the tropical Pacific. A

major part of the ocean heat loss to the atmosphere is

through evaporation and is realized in the atmosphere

as latent heating in precipitation, which drives tele-

connections. In the tropical Pacific during large El Ni~no

events, the anomalous divergenceof the atmospheric total

energy transports exceeds 50 W m22 over broad regions

for several months. The divergence of total energy

therefore includes a strong latent energy component that

in turn supplies the dry static energy (DSE) component

so that there is considerable compensation between these

two portions (Trenberth and Stepaniak 2003a). Here we

build on those conclusions and use another 14 yr of data

to check for robustness of the conclusions.

It is a common approach to describe evolution of

ENSO in terms of dependence of time and longitude of

different fields. Many authors have shown longitude–

time sections of fields such as sea surface temperature

(SST), zonal wind stress, outgoing longwave radiation

(OLR), or thermocline depth anomalies (see, e.g., Zebiak

and Cane 1987; McPhaden 1999; Meinen and McPhaden

2000; Okumura and Deser 2010). MH12 first presented

longitude–time variations of tropical total energy export

across 308N and 308S for the period 1989–2010 and found

some intriguingly coherent longitude–time anomaly pat-

terns related to ENSO, which we further investigate in

this study.

Herein, we focus on the zonal structure and variability

of the vertically integrated divergence of total atmo-

spheric energy (TEDIV), latent heat as derived from the

vertically integrated moisture divergence (LEDIV), and

dry static plus kinetic energy transports (DSEDIV) in

the tropical strip (defined as the region between 208N
and 208S). The variability of these divergences is of great
interest, as it represents the integrated atmospheric re-

sponse to the phases of the coupled ocean–atmosphere

system, associatedwith varying surface fluxes and changes

in atmospheric circulation (Trenberth et al. 2002a). For

instance, variations of tropical moisture convergence

inform us about regional strengthening/weakening of the

Hadley circulation (Trenberth and Stepaniak 2003b).

While previous studies (those cited herein and others)

have delved into some aspects, new datasets have im-

proved quality and resolution, as well as provided amuch

longer record. An understanding of this variability is

motivated further by recent climate extremes, which

while demonstrating a clear connection to ENSO are also

likely to be influenced by a changing climate (see, e.g.,

Trenberth and Fasullo 2012).

After examining the climatological mean annual cycle

and standard deviation of the zonally resolved energy

divergence fields for 1979 to 2009 or 2011, we investigate

their interannual variations. For this purpose, we em-

ploy the three most recent third-generation reanalysis

products European Centre for Medium-RangeWeather

Forecast (ECMWF) Interim Reanalysis (ERA-I; Dee

et al. 2011), Modern Era-Retrospective Analysis for

Research and Application (MERRA; Rienecker et al.

2011), and National Centers for Environmental Pre-

diction (NCEP) Climate Forecast System Reanalysis

(CFSR; Saha et al. 2010). ERA-I and MERRA both are

continually updated on a monthly basis and CFSR is

available for 1979–2010. The period contains several

strong ENSO events, which dominate the low-frequency

variability of the divergence fields. In the subsequent

sections we explore this variability employing cross-

correlation, composite, and EOF analysis. This will lead
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to a description of the ENSO cycle in terms of atmo-

spheric energy budgets. In the discussion, we reconcile

these findings within existing ENSO theories.

2. Data and methods

The input data for this study are vertical radiative and

turbulent fluxes as well as vertical integrals of horizontal

energy transports and their divergence from three third-

generation reanalyses and a global precipitation dataset

for comparison with the reanalyses fields.

ERA-I, the most recent reanalysis product of the

ECMWF, was released in 2007 and has been constantly

updated since then. In this study, data from 1979 to 2011

are used. This reanalysis has a horizontal resolution at

T255 (Dx ’ 80 km) on a 60-vertical levels hybrid model

and employs a 12-h four-dimensional variational data

assimilation system.

CFSR, a product of the NCEP, is the first reanalysis

employing a coupled atmosphere–ocean–land surface–

sea ice model for data assimilation. The atmospheric

model has a horizontal resolution at T382 (Dx ’ 50 km)

with 64 vertical levels and a three-dimensional varia-

tional data assimilation (3D-Var) data assimilation sys-

tem. Data used in this study cover the period 1979–2009.

MERRA is produced by the National Aeronautics

and SpaceAdministration (NASA)GlobalModeling and

Assimilation Office (GMAO). It employs the Goddard

Earth Observing System atmospheric model and data

assimilation system (GEOS-DAS) version 5, which ex-

hibits a ½8 latitude and 2/38 longitude horizontal reso-

lution on 72 vertical levels. For data assimilation, the

Incremental Analysis Update (IAU) method is em-

ployed. This study employs MERRA data covering

1979–2011.

In addition to the fields from reanalyses, precipitation

fields from theGlobal Precipitation Climatology Project

(GPCP) version 2.2 (for details, seeHuffman et al. 2009)

are employed.

The vertically integrated divergence of total energy

transport TEDIV [5h$ � FAi in Eq. (1)] has to be bal-

anced by the net radiation at the top of the atmosphere

RadTOA, the net surface fluxes FS 5 LH 1 SH 1 RadS
(where LH denotes latent heat flux, SH denotes sen-

sible heat flux, and RadS denotes the net radiation at

the surface; all vertical fluxes are taken to be positive

downward), and the vertically integrated tendency of

atmospheric total energy ›hei/›t, which gives

h$ � FAi52
›hei
›t

2FS 1RadTOA . (1)

The vertically integrated divergence of moisture

transport [5h$ � qy2iAU2 in Eq. (2), with specific humidity q

and horizontal wind y2] is balanced by evaporation E,

precipitation P and the tendency of total column water

vapor ›hqi/›t. It can be written as

h$ � qy2i52
›hqi
›t

2 (P2E) . (2)

Multiplication of Eq. (2) by the phase transition energy

of vaporization L converts it to an equation for the di-

vergence of latent heat transport (LEDIV) with units of

W m22 (29 W m22 correspond to 1 mm day21). Physical

constraints such as close to zero RadTOA and FS or bal-

anced 2(P 2 E) on the long-term global average are

generally not satisfied in reanalyses, which is reflected in

nonzero analysis increments [see Trenberth et al. (2011)

and MH12 for a discussion of these issues].

The divergence terms in Eqs. (1) and (2) can be

computed by either calculating the left (direct method)

or right (indirect method) side of the equations, respec-

tively. The direct estimate is calculated from analyzed

fields of the atmospheric state variables, whereas the in-

direct estimate is obtained from 12-hourly forecasts of

vertical fluxes and the energy tendency. The difference

TEDIV 2 LEDIV yields

DSEDIV52
›hDSEi

›t
1LP2SH2RadS 1RadTOA .

(3)

Both the direct and the indirect method require a

correction for mass inconsistencies in the forecast model

in order to obtain meaningful results (see MH12 for

a more detailed description of the methods). ERA-I

results shown in this paper are exclusively obtained

from the direct method. Energy divergences (also mass

corrected) from CFSR were computed at the Climate

Analysis Section (CAS) at the National Center for At-

mospheric Research (NCAR) and obtained from the

Climate Data Guide (https://climatedataguide.ucar.

edu/). MERRA data used in this study have been pro-

vided by the GMAO at NASA Goddard Space Flight

Center through the NASA Goddard Earth Sciences

(GES) Data and Information Services Center (DISC)

online archive. TEDIV and LEDIV fromMERRAwere

calculated as proposed by Cullather and Bosilovich

(2012). Additionally, we corrected MERRA energy di-

vergences for mass inconsistencies in the same way as

MH12 described for ERA-I (see also the supplemental

material for a description ofMERRAfields employed for

mass correction).

Although large efforts are put into providing re-

analysis data with best possible temporal homogeneity

by using a fixed data assimilation system over the whole

period covered and by employing variational bias
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correction (Dee and Uppala 2009), shifts of several

W m22 can still be found in the calculated energy budgets

(see, e.g., MH12; Trenberth et al. 2011), stemming from

shifts in the observing system. These inhomogeneities

complicate the interpretation of anomalies when using

one climatology over the whole data period. To reduce

the effect of these shifts, we calculate split climatol-

ogies: that is, we use different climatologies before and

after a major detected discontinuity. The ERA-I mois-

ture budget shows several discontinuities related to

changes in the Special SensorMicrowave Imager (SSM/I)

data stream, while moisture budgets in MERRA and

CFSR are more affected by Television Infrared Obser-

vation Satellite (TIROS) Operational Vertical Sounder

(TOVS)/Advanced TOVS (ATOVS) transitions in 1998

and 2001 (see Trenberth et al. 2011). Splitting the clima-

tology results in the removal of artifacts but at the expense

of possible reduction of true climate variability. As a

compromise, we employ three split climatologies for all

diagnostics in this study, 1979–91, 1992–2002, and 2003–11

for ERA-I data and 1979–98, 1999–2002 and 2003–present

for MERRA and CFSR, in order to remove the two most

influential discontinuities from each dataset (please see

the supplemental material for a comparison showing the

impact of this method). The method does not seem to

have adverse effects and is clearly beneficial both in

terms of eliminating spurious changes and in reconciling

the results among the reanalyses.

3. Results

a. Climatology and variability in the tropical strip

The annual cycle of energy divergences (more pre-

cisely, divergences of vertically integrated horizontal

energy transports) in a zonally averaged framework have

been presented elsewhere for an earlier period (e.g.,

Trenberth and Stepaniak 2003a; Trenberth and Smith

2008; Fasullo and Trenberth 2008b). However, to set the

stage for the following sections, here we present the

zonally resolved annual cycle of the fields of TEDIV,

LEDIV, and DSEDIV and the respective annual cycle of

standard deviations.

Tropical (208N–208S) average energy divergences

show pronounced zonal structures with an imposed an-

nual cycle. The total energy divergence TEDIV is gen-

erally positive all the year round except for the eastern

Pacific (FF1 ig. 1a). During boreal winter [December–

February (DJF)], energy export to the Northern Hemi-

sphere (NH) is strongest over the Indo-Pacific warm pool

and the Atlantic, with values exceeding 70 W m22. In

austral winter [June–August (JJA)], highest TEDIV

values (also around 70 W m22) are found over the Indian

Ocean, indicating this area as main region of energy

export into the Southern Hemisphere (SH). Variability

of TEDIV is relatively weak with standard deviations

up to 20 W m22 at most (Fig. 1d). Zonal mean TEDIV

has a weak annual cycle, with values around 41 W m22

in January decreasing to 35 W m22 in August (plots of

tropical average zonal mean annual cycles of the energy

divergences as wells as their zonally averaged standard

deviation are presented in the supplemental material).

Tropical latent energy divergence (Fig. 1b) features

three major regions of convergence: namely, (i) the

Indo-Pacific warm pool with its high SSTs, strong con-

vective activity, moist low-level inflow, and dry outflow

aloft peaking in JJA with the Indian and Southeast Asian

monsoon and the landmasses of (ii) South America and

(iii) Africa, where P exceeds E and thus negative LEDIV

has to balance the water budgets. Regions of latent en-

ergy convergence extend farther to the east between

November and March as the South Pacific convergence

zone (SPCZ) is more pronounced at this time of the year,

while latent energy convergence is more concentrated

during the monsoon season. Regions of moisture di-

vergence occur in the Pacific east of the date line and in

the Atlantic where evaporation from the subtropical

oceans exceeds precipitation related to the intertropical

convergence zone (ITCZ). The LEDIV peak over the

Indian Ocean in JJA is related to strong moisture trans-

port to the monsoon regions. Zonal mean LEDIV varies

between 28 W m22 in November and 15 W m22 in

June. These low values indicate that, on the zonal aver-

age, almost all latent heat contained in atmospheric

water vapor evaporated between 208N and 208S is used

for driving the Hadley circulation and comparatively

small amounts of moisture are exported from the trop-

ical strip. Months of highest LEDIV variability (up to

50 W m22 standard deviation in regions with LEDIV

values around 250 W m22 like the Indo-Pacific warm

pool during DJF; see Fig. 1e) do not coincide with

highest absolute values (JJA). This high DJF variabil-

ity is related to ENSO as will be seen later. Especially

high LEDIV values in JJA related to the monsoons

show comparatively low variability (10–20 W m22).

When neglecting the tendency term (monthly means

usually ,2 W m22 in the area of interest), DSEDIV

equals the diabatic heating of the atmosphere (sometimes

referred to asQ1, such as inTrenberth et al. 2002b), which

in turn is dominated by latent heating and radiative

cooling. Highest values (.100 W m22) are found over

the Indo-Pacific warm pool (Fig. 1c), with strong con-

vective precipitation and therefore low OLR values,

leading to weak radiative cooling of the atmosphere.

Weaker radiative cooling means stronger DSEDIV. In

contrast, little precipitation and generally clear skies

over large parts of the eastern tropical Pacific favor
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strong radiative cooling to space, balanced by conver-

gence of dry static energy over large regions. Analo-

gous to LEDIV, we find the broadening of positive

DSEDIV values over the Indo-Pacific warm pool be-

tween November and March as well as the concentration

during themonsoon season. DSEDIV standard deviation

(Fig. 1f) is very similar to LEDIV standard deviation.

Hence, the structure of DSEDIV variability is strongly

coupled with the structure of latent heat release vari-

ability related to LEDIV variability in the tropics. Zon-

ally averaged DSE export from the tropics varies from

46 W m22 in November to 31 W m22 in June and thus

dominates total energy export from the tropics.

Comparison of the average annual cycle of LEDIV

from the three employed reanalyses reveals consider-

able differences exceeding 20 W m22 in some months

and regions (not shown), which is on a similar order as

the results of Trenberth et al. (2011), who showed dif-

ferences in E 2 P between reanalyses. However, stan-

dard deviations from ERA-I and MERRA agree very

well, with differences smaller than 65 W m22, while

CFSR standard deviations differ by up to 10 W m22

from the two others. Despite these rather large differ-

ences in the climatologies, we will show good agreement

of the reanalyses in terms of interannual anomalies in

section 3d.

FIG. 1. Annual cycle of tropical (208N–208S) averagemonthlymean (a) TEDIV, (b) LEDIV, and (c) DSEDIV.Annual cycle of monthly

standard deviation of (d) TEDIV, (e) LEDIV, and (f) DSEDIV, based on ERA-I. Regions referred to in the text are indicated by gray

lines: Africa (Af.), Indian Ocean (Ind. O.), Indo-Pacific warm pool (IPWP), central–eastern Pacific (CEP), South America (Am.), and

Atlantic (Atl.); Southeast Asian and Indian monsoon seasons are also indicated.

Fig(s). 1 live 4/C
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b. Longitude–time variability of the divergence fields

Longitude–time variability of TEDIV, LEDIV, and

DSEDIV from ERA-I is depicted in FF2 ig. 2. Anomalies

of monthly averages are shown, averaged between 208N
and 208S with a 28 zonal resolution. After calculation of

these area averages, a 13-weight low-pass filter (weights

are 1–6, 19–42–71–96–106–96–71–42–19–6, and 1seeAU3

Trenberth et al. 2007) is applied to both zonal and time

dimensions. This procedure is carried out for all fields

shown in the following sections to emphasize large-scale

interannual variations.

Tropical energy budgets exhibit strong anomalies

with a pronounced zonal structure. TEDIV anomalies

(Fig. 2a) can reach more than620 W m22 over large re-

gions while LEDIV and DSEDIV anomalies can exceed

630 W m22. ForLEDIV (Fig. 2b) andDSEDIV (Fig. 2c),

a pronounced quadrupole structure can be observed

during ENSO extreme phases. During warm ENSO

events (e.g., in 1982/83, 1986/87, 1991/92, 1994/95, 1997/98,

2002/03, 2009/10), LEDIV shows negative anomalies (i.e.,

less divergence or more convergence) over the eastern

Pacific region and to a smaller extent over the Indian

Ocean, while positive LEDIV anomalies are found over

the Indo-Pacific warm pool and the Atlantic. DSEDIV

shows the same structures but of the opposite sign.

DSEDIV anomalies are thus dominated by anomalous

latent heat release stemming from precipitation related

to anomalous LEDIV. The same applies for cold events

(e.g., 1988/89, 1996/97, 2008/09, 2010/11) but with the

opposite sign. This anticorrelation is also apparent in

a zonally averaged framework (see Fig. 9 in Trenberth

and Smith 2008).

The amplitude of DSEDIV anomalies tends to ex-

ceed the amplitude of LEDIV anomalies because there

is a sizeable additional contribution from anomalous

FIG. 2. Longitude–time Hovm€oller plots of smoothed monthly anomalies of tropical (a) TEDIV, (b) LEDIV, and (c) DSEDIV from

ERA-I. Filled circles in (b) indicate the quadrupole anomaly response to the 1997/98 El Ni~no event. Gray lines indicate the eastward

propagation of the main anomaly maxima.

Fig(s). 2 live 4/C
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radiative flux convergence, which usually is in phase with

LEDIV anomalies. A more detailed explanation for this

will be given in section 3d.

Diabatic heating (cooling) is accompanied by rising

(sinking) motion (i.e., diabatic heating drives thermally

direct circulations). Hence, the observed quadrupole

structure in DSEDIV and LEDIV is the signature of

circulation anomalies in the vertical equatorial plane,

which is one manifestation of the atmospheric bridge,

discussed in detail by Alexander et al. (2004).

Total energy divergence (Fig. 2a) exhibits a structure

similar to DSEDIV, but the anomalies are smaller by

about 50%. Anomalies over the Indian Ocean and the

Atlantic are small (usually ,10 W m22). The most

prominent feature is the ENSO-related dipole structure

with negative (positive) values over the Indo-Pacificwarm

pool and positive (negative) values over the eastern

equatorial Pacific during warm (cold) ENSO events (al-

ready described in MH12). As RadTOA shows weak sen-

sitivity to tropical SST (Trenberth et al. 2010) and ›hei/›t
anomalies are small (analyzed tendencies , 5 W m22),

observed TEDIV anomalies are mainly associated with

variations in FS (radiative and turbulent fluxes). Thus, a

positive TEDIV anomaly corresponds to either stronger

than normal energy gain from the ocean or weaker than

normal energy loss. Figure 2a shows clearly that there is

always strong zonal compensation in TEDIV anomalies

over the Pacific Ocean, and this is related to the Walker

circulation. However, eastern Pacific TEDIV anomalies

usually are not fully offset, and thus their sign determines

the sign of the zonally averaged tropical Pacific TEDIV

anomaly.

Another conspicuous feature, most noticeable from

DSEDIV and LEDIV in Figs. 2b and 2c, is the coherent

anomaly pattern during the transitions between El Ni~no

and La Ni~na, which is pervasive in the tropics. For ex-

ample, in mid-1981, with weak La Ni~na conditions

prevailing, a relatively weak quadrupole structure (as

described above) is found with positive DSEDIV anom-

alies over and even slightly to the west of the Indo-Pacific

warm pool. In the subsequent months and development

of the strong 1982/83 El Ni~no, the DSEDIV anomalies

shift eastward and reach the coast of South America,

where they coincide with the peak of the event in late

1982. A similar evolution can be seen in LEDIV, with

opposite sign, and in TEDIV (though much weaker).

The evolution of the 1997/98 El Ni~no shows very similar

structures. Hence, the decrease of trade winds, a funda-

mental feature of the El Ni~no onset phase (Clarke 2008),

is associated with a gradually eastward shifting pattern of

energy budget anomalies. These coherently propagating

patterns can also be observed during the development of

cold ENSO events, such as the major La Ni~na in 2010/11.

In the subsequent sections, we will show that these tran-

sitional patterns are robust features of ENSO evolution

during the studied period.

c. Cross correlations with ENSO

To see the statistical significance of the patterns found

from Figs. 2a–c, we compute cross correlations of TEDIV,

LEDIV, and DSEDIV with the Ni~no-3.4 index (SSTs

averaged in 58N–58S, 1208–1708W) at every longitude for

lags between 224 and 124 months. Cross correlation of

total energy divergence with Ni~no-3.4 (F F3ig. 3a) shows the

pronounced dipole structure over the tropical Pacific

in phase with Ni~no-3.4. Over the Atlantic, additional

significant anomalies of opposite sign to the eastern

Pacific TEDIV anomalies occur. The strip of positive

FIG. 3. Cross correlations of (a) TEDIV, (b) LEDIV, and (c) DSEDIV with Ni~no-3.4; stippling denotes correlations with significance

. 95%. Cross-correlation coefficients of all fields reach values up to 60.9.

Fig(s). 3 live 4/C
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correlations propagates eastward and achieves statistical

significance near lag218 (negative lags mean Ni~no-3.4

is leading) and is mainly related to the phase transition

from warm to cold events, as can be seen, for instance, in

Fig. 2a after the 1982/83 and 1997/98 El Ni~nos (cooling

SSTs coinciding with negative TEDIV anomalies).

The quadrupole response of LEDIV and DSEDIV to

ENSO, described in section 3b, is confirmed by significant

correlations at lag 0 (Figs. 3b,c), consistent with results

shown in Fig. 10 of Trenberth et al. (2002a). Eastward

propagation of anomalies during developing and de-

clining ENSO events is also indicated by the cross cor-

relations, achieving significant values near lag 212.

Finding propagating features also in TEDIV indicates

that these patterns are not only a result of circulation

changes leading to redistribution of latent heating and

thus compensating anomalies of LEDIV and DSEDIV

but also associatedwith net surface flux anomalies. Cross-

correlation patterns at small lags of all three fields in

Fig. 3 recur at larger positive and negative lags with

opposite sign. This is consistent with the negative au-

tocorrelation of Ni~no-3.4 at lags larger–smaller than

610 months (the autocorrelation function of Ni~no-3.4

is shown in Fig. 6c, presented later).

d. Composites

As warm and cold ENSO events show asymmetry

in length, spatial structure, and their evolution (e.g.,

Okumura and Deser 2010), it is not surprising that the

propagating patterns described in section 3b are not

depicted very well in cross-correlation analysis (section

3c). We considered the spatiotemporal evolution of the

five strongest warm ENSO events (in terms of maxi-

mum Ni~no-3.4 anomalies) after 1978: namely, 1982/83,

1986/87, 1991/92, 1997/98, and 2009/10. As the 2009/10

event is not covered by our CFSR and MERRA data

and thus comparison between the reanalyses is impos-

sible, we show a composite analysis including only the

three strongest warm ENSO events (1982/83, 1991/92,

and 1997/98) in this section. The evolution of LEDIV for

the five single El Ni~nos as well as a five-event composite

from ERA-I data is presented in the supplemental

material. Prior to compositing, the anomaly fields for the

single events have been centered at the month of the

respective SST anomaly peaks.

FF4 igures 4a–c show LEDIV composites from ERA-I,

CFSR, and MERRA, respectively. All three reanalyses

show negative LEDIV anomalies between 908 and

1308E around 15–18 months prior to the peak of the El

Ni~nos (in fact, at this time there can be seen a weak

quadrupole structure as described in section 3b). This

pattern then propagates eastward gradually, reaching

the central and eastern Pacific at the peak of the El

Ni~nos. At that time, the quadrupole structure shows up

with anomalies exceeding 625 W m22. During the de-

cline of the event, the quadrupole again shifts eastward,

so that, more than a year after the event peak, negative

LEDIV anomalies reach the Atlantic. This coherent

evolution in space and time is remarkable andmuchmore

prominent than in other fields such as SST (Fig. 4g). The

three reanalyses agree quite well, but difference plots of

the LEDIV composites (not shown) reveal differences

of up to 10 W m22 at times of largest anomalies. This is

probably mainly related to varying magnitudes of ana-

lyzed moisture anomalies in the three datasets rather

than their representation of circulation anomalies, as

Trenberth et al. (2011) already found when comparing

the climatologies of moisture transports. The qualita-

tive agreement of longitude–time variability of total

column water vapor in the three reanalyses is good, but

there are considerable discrepancies in magnitude (not

shown). We also investigated a possible connection be-

tween differing SST values used in the three reanalyses

and differences in LEDIV anomalies. SST anomaly dif-

ferences are on the order of 0.1 K over large regions,

with CFSR SSTs being generally higher than those

from ERA-I andMERRA prior to 1981 and after 2002.

LEDIV and SST anomaly differences between the da-

tasets are indeed significantly correlated in many regions

along the equator, but correlations are much weaker and

mostly insignificant when considered over the regions of

our interest (208N–208S).
DSEDIV (Fig. 4e) shows a picture very similar to

LEDIV, but of reversed sign. The magnitudes are even

larger, indicating some contribution from the conver-

gence of radiative fluxes, RadS–RadTOA [see Eq. (3) and

Fig. 4h]. This is the case because enhanced moisture flux

convergence usually is accompanied by higher than nor-

mal total column water vapor and cloud coverage. The

higher than normal cloud tops lead to stronger reflection

of incoming solar radiation (RSR) and lower OLR.

However, in sumRadTOA anomalies are small compared

to RadS anomalies. Inspection of anomalous upwelling

and downwelling shortwave and longwave fluxes at the

surface from ERA-I (not shown) reveals that the largest

contribution to RadS comes from reduced downwelling

solar radiation (mainly due to increased RSR). Stronger

than normal upwelling longwave radiation at the surface

(due to higher SSTs) is largely offset by stronger than

normal downwelling longwave radiation (due to increased

moisture content in the atmosphere). In sum, these

effects lead to a negative RadS anomaly. Hence, the re-

sult of approximately unaltered net radiation at TOA

(Rad0TOA ’ 0) and a negative net surface radiation anom-

aly (Rad0S , 0) is reduced divergence of radiative fluxes

(i.e., reduced radiative cooling; Rad0S–Rad0TOA , 0) in
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FIG. 4. Composites of anomalous tropical LEDIV from (a) ERA-I, (b) CFSR, and (c) MERRA; (d) TEDIV, (e) DSEDIV, (g) SSTs,

(h) RadS–RadTOA, and (i) LH from ERA-I; and (f) precipitation from GPCP, for the three strongest El Ni~nos after 1978. Values on the

y axis denote months before (negative values) or after (positive values) the SST peak (according to Ni~no-3.4); stippling denotes anomalies

with significance . 90%.

Fig(s). 4 live 4/C
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association with enhanced moisture flux convergence.

The opposite is true for weaker than normal moisture

flux convergence. While RadS anomalies alter the sur-

face energy budget also during the transition period,

anomalous evaporation is small more than a year from

the SST peak (Fig. 4i). In agreement with Wallace and

Shukla (1983) we find that by far the strongest contri-

bution to ENSO-related precipitation anomalies stems

from circulation (i.e., LEDIV) anomalies rather than

evaporation anomalies. This is also confirmed by GPCP

precipitation (Fig. 4f), which show structures in excellent

agreement with LEDIV.

Compared to DSEDIV, TEDIV shows similar but

weaker structures. Maximum anomalies reach 20 W m22

over the eastern Pacific during theElNi~no peaks, at times

ofmaximumevaporation anomalies. Themain difference

in comparison to DSEDIV is the very weak transition

pattern (anomaly, 5 W m22 at 1808 around26months)

from cold to warm ENSO state. We conclude that the

propagating patterns seen from LEDIV and DSEDIV

during the transition phase are associated with changes of

the circulation while the signal in net surface flux and

TEDIV is small at these times.

e. EOF analysis

An EOF analysis of tropical LEDIV, TEDIV, and

DSEDIV is performed using a covariance matrix (fields

on the full grid are first truncated at T42 and then

weighted with the square root of the cosine of the lati-

tude). We present the first two ERA-I LEDIV EOFs in

F F5igs. 5a and 5b and the first two ERA-I TEDIV EOFs in

Figs. 5c and 5d. The generally large structural differences

between LEDIV and TEDIV EOFs in Figs. 5a–d are

immediately apparent. They stem from the dominance of

precipitation in LEDIV, while latent heat release (being

just a conversion from latent to dry static energy) does

not alter total energy.

The first LEDIV EOF (Fig. 5a) resembles canonical

El Ni~no patterns, with enhanced moisture convergence

along the equator from 1408E stretching to the coast of

South America, surrounded by weaker than normal

moisture convergence. The zonal mean (to the right of

FIG. 5. (a) EOF-1 (28.1% variance explained) and (b) EOF-2 (17.5% explained) from ERA-I LEDIV; (c) EOF-1

(23.5% explained) and (d) EOF-2 (8.9% explained) from ERA-I TEDIV (with respective zonal averages on the

right). All fields are multiplied by the standard deviation of the respective PCs; signs are chosen for warm ENSO

events.AU4

Fig(s). 5 live 4/C
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Fig. 5a) shows the well-known southward shift of the

ITCZ and the northeast shift of the SPCZ (Clarke

2008). The quadrupole structure is also obvious, with

its twomajor poles over the Indo-Pacific warm pool and

central/eastern Pacific and its secondary poles over the

Indian Ocean and Atlantic. LEDIV PC-1 and Ni~no-3.4

as well as their cross-correlation function are shown in

Figs. 6aF6 and 6c, respectively. PC-1 is correlated 0.95 with

Ni~no-3.4 at lag 1 month. Hence, this mode is almost

synchronized with SSTs. Coherence with ENSO is also

evident for the first EOFs of DSEDIV (not shown) and

TEDIV (Figs. 6a,d).

EOF-2 (Fig. 5b) of LEDIV shows an area of enhanced

moisture convergence along the equator, extending far-

ther to the west than in EOF-1. The zonal average of

EOF-2 indicates a northward shift of the ITCZ. This

pattern resembles El Ni~no Modoki (Ashok et al. 2007)

SST patterns. Indeed, PC-2 is correlated 0.78 with the

trans-Ni~no index (TNI; as defined in Trenberth and

Stepaniak 2001; signs have been reversed to be positive

for warm El Ni~no Modoki state) at lag 23 months

(Figs. 6b,c). Thus, EOF-2 anomaly patterns occur prior

to corresponding SST anomalies. Furthermore, PC-2

shows maximum correlation with Ni~no-3.4 at lag 26,

indicating that EOF-2 resembles the El Ni~no onset

phase but may also arise from the required orthogo-

nality of EOFs. EOF-2 of DSEDIV is very similar but

with reversed signs (not shown). EOF analysis does

reveal a pattern corresponding to El Ni~no Modoki for

TEDIV also (EOF-2; Fig. 5d). However, the explained

FIG. 6. Normalized (a) PC-1 of LEDIV and TEDIV as well as Ni~no-3.4 index, (b) PC-2 of LEDIV and TEDIV as

well as 2TNI and cross correlations of (c) LEDIV PCs and (d) TEDIV PCs with Ni~no-3.4 and 2TNI (negative lag

means respective PC is leading).

Fig(s). 6 live 4/C
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variance of EOF-2 is less than 9%. Hence, TEDIV

anomalies and consequently anomalous net energy ex-

changes between ocean and atmosphere are relatively

weak for El Ni~no Modoki conditions. The lead–lag

relationships with Ni~no-3.4 and2TNI shown in Figs. 6c

and 6d are quite similar to those found by Trenberth

et al. (2002b), who performed singular value decom-

position (SVD) analyses of reanalyzed TEDIV and dia-

batic heating fields for 1979–2001.

The discussed LEDIV EOFs are significant according

to North et al. (1982) at the 95% confidence level across

all three reanalyses. TEDIV EOFs are significant only

from ERA-I fields, while TEDIV EOF-1 and EOF-2 are

not well separated in MERRA and CFSR data. We also

examined cross correlations of both LEDIV and TEDIV

PC-2with theElNi~noModoki index (as defined inAshok

et al. 2007) instead of TNI and the results were very

similar.

Reconstructed LEDIV time series using EOF-1 and

EOF-2, their respective PCs, and their sum are shown in

F F7igs. 7a–c, respectively. Figure 7a resolves the quadru-

pole structures of tropical LEDIV anomalies with al-

ternating signs and values exceeding 615 W m22. This

figure also makes clear that this signature is apparent

nearly throughout the whole data period with alternat-

ing sign.

Anomaly series reconstructed from EOF-2 and PC-2

(Fig. 7b) shows the tripole anomaly structure related to

El Ni~no Modoki. The center of moisture convergence

during warm El Ni~no Modoki conditions (e.g., in 1982)

is centered slightly west of the date line. This center lies

between the two anomaly centers of EOF-1 in the Pacific

region (Indo-Pacific warm pool and eastern Pacific).

Anomaly values related to EOF-2 are generally smaller

than those related to EOF-1. Qualitatively, the warm

Modoki phase appears to last longer than the cold phase.

FIG. 7. Longitude–time Hovm€oller plots of smoothed monthly anomalies of tropical LEDIV fromERA-I reconstructed from (a) EOF-1,

(b) EOF-2, and (c) EOF-11EOF-2 and their respective PCs. Filled circles in (c) indicate the quadrupole anomaly response to the 1997/98

El Ni~no event. Gray lines indicate the eastward propagation of the main anomaly maxima.

Fig(s). 7 live 4/C
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The sum of the two reconstructed series is shown in

Fig. 7c. It clearly resembles the coherent time-space

structures already seen from Fig. 2b, with west–east

transition of negative LEDIV anomalies for the strong

El Ni~nos in 1982/83, 1991/92, and 1997/98 but also west–

east transition of positive anomalies related to cold

ENSO events (e.g., prior to the 1999 or 2011 La Ni~nas).

Reconstructed DSEDIV shows qualitatively the same

with reversed sign (not shown). This means that we are

able to reconstruct the main features of tropical energy

divergence anomalies related to ENSO evolution from

the first two EOFs and their respective PCs. This is in

agreement with Trenberth and Smith (2006), who found

for other fields such as temperature at different vertical

levels that at least two EOFs are required to depict

ENSO evolution.

4. Discussion and conclusions

The zonal structure and variability of the tropical en-

ergy budget has been investigated, employing data from

third-generation reanalyses ERA-I,MERRA, andCFSR.

A distinct and robust response to ENSO can be found in

the longitude–time variability of the energy divergences.

LEDIV features anomalies with a pronounced quad-

rupole structure, with negative values over the central/

eastern Pacific and the Indian Ocean and positive

anomalies over the Indo-Pacific warm pool as well as

the Atlantic Ocean during warm events (the opposite

applies for cold events). The main driver for this at-

mospheric response is positive SST anomalies over the

eastern Pacific, which induce stronger than normal

moisture convergence (i.e., negative LEDIV anomalies)

and consequently latent heating due to precipitation

anomalies in this region. The rising motion associated

with these anomalies leads not only to a reversal of the

Walker circulation and thus anomalous descending mo-

tion over the Indo-Pacific warm pool (i.e., weaker than

normal rising motion) but also a descending branch over

the tropical Atlantic (see, e.g., Klein et al. 1999). Circu-

lation anomalies are directly reflected in LEDIV. The

fourth pole is related to positive SST anomalies over the

IndianOcean, usually associated with warmENSOevents

(see also Klein et al. 1999), leading to negative LEDIV

and positive vertical motion anomalies. DSEDIV ex-

hibits qualitatively the same response with reversed

sign, but even enhanced magnitudes of the anomalies,

because LEDIV and RadS (positive downward) are

positively correlated. This quadrupole structure is also

evident in the first EOF of tropical LEDIV (Fig. 7a).

The peak phase of warm events is also the time when

net surface fluxes contain a significant negative anom-

aly, with large contribution from stronger than normal

evaporation over the central–eastern Pacific, leading

to a positive TEDIV anomaly. As TOA net radiation

perturbations are small, TEDIV anomalies are largely

a manifestation of the ocean heat discharge phase as

proposed by Jin (1997), which is maintained not only by

poleward ocean heat transports but also by anomalous

evaporative cooling of the ocean (see, e.g., Trenberth

et al. 2002b).

However, LEDIV coupling to SST is not of the same

strength everywhere. This becomes clear when consid-

ering the El Ni~no evolution composited over the three

majorwarmENSOevents in 1982/83, 1991/92, and 1997/98.

Around 15–18 months ahead of the respective peaks

of these El Ni~nos, LEDIV anomalies feature a quadru-

pole structure typical for La Ni~na conditions. Indeed,

over the eastern tropical Pacific, leading negative SST

anomalies are evident and a weak positive SST anomaly

exists west of the date line (Fig. 4g). This anomaly arises

from eastward advection of warm Indo-Pacific warm pool

water, which extends farther in the following months,

in support of the initialization of the next warm event

(Sarachik and Cane 2010). However, at that time nega-

tive LEDIV anomalies (i.e., stronger than normal mois-

ture convergence) extend to the west as far as 808E. This
cannot be explained only from the small warm SST

anomaly, which is located much farther to the east. Ob-

viously, LEDIV ismoreweakly coupled to local SST over

the Indo-Pacific warm pool than it is over the central–

eastern Pacific. LEDIV anomalies over the Indo-Pacific

warm pool compensate for LEDIV anomalies over the

central–eastern Pacific, which in return are strongly SST

driven. In the subsequent months, the initially small

warm SST anomaly slowly propagates eastward until the

mature El Ni~no phase begins developing some 6 months

before the event peak.

Zebiak and Cane (1987) found that strongest ENSO-

related wind stress anomalies were around the date line,

driving the eastward propagation of warm SST anoma-

lies and also exciting the eastward propagating equato-

rial Kelvin waves that initialize El Ni~no events. These

wind stress and SST anomalies are also associated with

moisture divergence anomalies in that region. EOF-2 of

LEDIV (Fig. 5b) depicts this transition state, with stron-

ger than normal moisture convergence around the date

line. PC-2 consistently shows strongest correlation with

2TNI at lag 23 (r 5 0.8), indicating the atmosphere’s

leading role during this phase. Thus, the apparent east-

ward propagation of negative LEDIV anomalies (and

correspondingly positiveDSEDIV anomalies) associated

with strong El Ni~no events (see, e.g., Fig. 2b) is due to the

seamless transition between La Ni~na and El Ni~no, during

which the atmospheric circulation alternately takes a

leading and a responding part. The strong 1982/83 and
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1997/98 El Ni~nos (and also others such as the 2009/10

event) show remarkable agreement regarding their spa-

tiotemporal evolution, while other strong warm events

evolve differently (Fig. 2), such as the 1991/92 event,

which exhibits a much longer preceding central Pacific

warming state. However, all ENSO events during the

period covered are preceded by LEDIV and DSEDIV

anomalies in the central Pacific 6–9 months prior to the

respective event peaks (see also the significant cross

correlations in Figs. 3b,c). Thus, energy budget anom-

alies related to both warm and cold events propagate

from west to east. This result is distinct from (but not

necessarily contradictory to) that of McPhaden and

Zhang (2009), who found east to west propagation of

La Ni~na SST anomalies.

The total energy picture is different. Compared to

LEDIV and DSEDIV, the TEDIV response to ENSO is,

in terms of magnitude, generally much weaker, mainly

because latent heating from anomalous precipitation is

realized as DSE and thus does not alter total energy.

TEDIV anomaly series show a dipole with maxima over

the Indo-Pacific warm pool and central–eastern Pacific

during ENSO peak phases. Positive TEDIV anomalies

(mainly driven by anomalous FS) over the central–

eastern Pacific during warm ENSO phases correspond

to the discharge phase, while negative anomalies over

the central/eastern Pacific indicate the recharge phase.

Thus, atmospheric TEDIV is in phase with equatorial

oceanic warm water volume (i.e., the water above the

thermocline within 58S–58N) discharge (see Meinen and

McPhaden 2000). As already emphasized by MH12,

strong compensation occurs between central and eastern

Pacific and Indo-Pacific warm pool, leading to relatively

weak TEDIV (and thusFS) anomalies on the Pacific zonal

average, which can reach 10 W m22 during strong warm

events (corresponding to an total energy export anomaly

of’0.8 PW). For the full zonal average (3608), maximum

total energy export anomalies reach 3–4 W m22 (corre-

sponding to ’0.6 PW).

The transition phase however, which is clearly resolved

in both LEDIV and DSEDIV (and also their second

EOF and respective PC), while detectible in TEDIV,

exhibits marginal variance (,9% in ERA-I). Thus, in the

atmosphere, this phase of ENSO is mainly a change in

circulation but the signal in total energy divergence is

weak. The reason for this might be the decreasing sur-

face wind speed around the date line because of easing

trade winds, damping positive evaporation anomalies

stemming from already increased SSTs in that region (as

also speculated by Kumar and Hu 2012). This could ex-

plain the comparatively weak ocean-atmosphere cou-

pling in terms of energy exchange during this phase.

Hence, central Pacific warming events (El Ni~no Modoki

state; e.g., in 2002 or 2007), which resemble EOF-2 of

LEDIV and DSEDIV, respectively, lead to very weak

alteration of the total energy budget compared to ca-

nonical El Ni~nos. In this context, the observed spatio-

temporal coherence of energy budget anomalies suggests

that El Ni~no Modoki is part of the overall evolutionary

patterns of ENSO and represents a transition state be-

tween cold and warmENSO phases. This is seen when all

months of the year are considered together, and thus the

annual cycle may also play a role. Hence, the fact that El

Ni~no Modoki is depicted by a single EOF mode should

not be overinterpreted.

In conclusion, the diagnostic methods presented

herein are useful for monitoring ENSO and will be in-

valuable in validating climate models. The observed

redistribution of energy during the ENSO cycle needs to

be captured by climate models in order to realistically

simulate global teleconnections. For instance, a realistic

simulation of the zonal structure of LEDIV in response

to ENSO (which in turn is dependent on realistic SST

anomaly patterns) is necessary for a reasonable depic-

tion of observed teleconnections such as ENSO-related

droughts over Australia. Cross-correlation or EOF pat-

terns, as presented in sections 3c and 3e, could serve as

benchmarkswhen investigating energy budgets in climate

models.

Moreover, it is planned to extend the current analysis

retrospectively, as new reanalyses covering the pre-

satellite era become available including the Twentieth

Century Reanalysis (Compo et al. 2011) and the soon to

be released Japanese Reanalysis 55 and ERA-Clim pilot

reanalyses. We also expect that future coupled re-

analyses that include interactions with the deep ocean

will help to further improve the presented diagnostics.
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